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Nonlinear refraction (NLR) of hydrogenated nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si:H) has been

investigated through the close aperture Z-scan method. We demonstrate a significant NLR and a

unique feature of controllable NLR characteristics between saturable and Kerr NLR with the

incident photon energy. We numerically evaluate the proportion of these two mechanisms in

different wavelengths by a modified NLR equation. The band tail of nc-Si:H appears to play a

crucial role in such NLR responses. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4864132]

Nonlinear optical devices are gaining an increasing im-

portance, thanks to their faster response, wider bandwidths,

less transmission loss, etc., compared with electronic devi-

ces. A great number of studies focusing on the nonlinear

optical devices1–5 have been conducted over the past deca-

des, among which most are still in the research stage though.

Past researches mostly focus on the organic1,2 or multiple-

component materials,3–5 which either have too short usable

life or too complex and expensive to allow mass production.

Furthermore, the nonlinear property of the conventional

material, which is always limited to one particular type, i.e.,

saturable nonlinear refraction (SNLR),6,7 reverse SNLR,8

Kerr nonlinear refraction (KNLR),9,10 or other nonlinear

refraction (NLR) mechanisms, heavily restricts its applica-

tion. In order to promote the use of nonlinear optical devices,

we need to not only reduce the material cost but also develop

the material with tunable NLR behavior for wider

applications.

Here, we present the highly sensitive transition of NLR

mechanisms between SNLR and KNLR in the cheap mate-

rial of hydrogenated nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si:H) thin

film. As an interesting semiconductor, nc-Si:H exhibits great

advantages benefiting from its compatibility with the current

semiconductor manufacturing process. Since it can be grown

by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) at

low temperature and on large area, nc-Si:H is easily to be

integrated with most devices.11,12 Through the detailed

investigation of the NLR of nc-Si:H by close aperture (CA)

Z-scan measurements,13 we have observed a unique feature

of transition between SNLR and KNLR with incident photon

energy slightly less than the bandgap of the sample. We

attribute this controllable NLR behavior of nc-Si:H to band

tail states and quantify the contribution of these two NLR

mechanisms at different wavelengths by a modified NLR

equation. This significant finding breaks the restriction of the

particular one nonlinear refraction mechanism in the tradi-

tional materials and devices, and will have a great potential

to boost nonlinear refraction applications.

The nc-Si:H thin films were grown on glass substrates by

PECVD system. Detailed growth conditions can be readily

found in our previous works.14,15 The physical characteriza-

tions were measured with x-ray diffraction and high-

resolution transmission electron microscopy (nanocrystalline

size d), Raman spectroscopy (crystalline volume fraction Xc),

optical transmission measurements (film thickness L and lin-

ear absorption coefficient a0). We exploited a Tauc plot, i.e.,

(a0h�)1/2 versus the photon energy hv to determine the optical

bandgap Eg.16 The physical parameters of nc-Si:H in this

work are summed as d � 6.0 nm; Xc � 40%; L � 1.0 lm; a0

� 1150 cm�1 at k¼ 800 nm and Eg¼ 1.56 eV from the linear

Tauc plot at the absorption edge.

We have employed the Z-scan technique to investigate

the NLR properties of nc-Si:H thin films. We used a mode-

locked Ti:sapphire laser (Spectra-Physics 3960 d-X3S), gener-

ating Gaussian-shaped pulses of TEM00 spatial mode, 100 fs

duration, 82 MHz repetition rate, and tunable wavelength

(k¼ 760–840 nm). The pulses were focused with a lens of

75 mm focal length, and the beam waist was �25.5 lm. A

lock-in amplifier (PerkinElmer 7265) was used to regulate

both the light chopper (1 kHz) and the signal detector

(New Focus 2031) for high signal-to-noise ratio. An aperture

with the radius of 0.75 mm and placing at z¼ 300 mm was

used in the CA Z-scan measurement, which met the condition

of the finite aperture at the far field. Note that the carrier diffu-

sion length of nc-Si:H is about hundreds of nanometers,17

which is two orders of magnitudes smaller than the size of

beam waist. So we can consider that the carriers are trapped

in where they are generated.

The pure NLR Z-scan curves after excluding nonlinear

absorption effects can be yielded through dividing the CA

Z-scan data by the corresponding open aperture (OA) data

(i.e., CA/OA).18 All the Z-scan measurements have been

done by changing the sample position from z¼�20 to
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20 mm, and the y-axis in the CA/OA Z-scan curves repre-

sents the transmittance normalized to that at z¼ 0 mm (the

beam waist point). The experiments were also performed on

the pure glass substrate and no significant contribution from

the substrate was found.

Fig. 1(a) shows the k-dependent CA/OA Z-scan trans-

mittance spectra of the sample at I0¼ 0.36 GW/cm2, where

I0 is the irradiance of incident laser pulses at focus (i.e.,

z¼ 0) excluding the Fresnel reflection loss.13 We can find

that all the spectra display the valley-peak pattern, indicating

a positive NLR index (i.e., self-focusing), which is consistent

with other experiments on silicon nanostructures.19,20

However, as the photon energy of the incident irradiance

slightly changes from 1.49 to 1.55 eV (i.e., k from 830 to

800 nm), the difference between the normalized peak (Tp)

and valley (Tv) transmittance DTp-v (¼Tp � Tv) exhibits a

significant reduction from 0.13 to 0.03. In order to reveal the

physical nature of the high sensitivity of the nonlinear behav-

ior to the incident wavelength, we present in Fig. 1(b)

I0-dependent Z-scan curves at two typical k of 830 and

800 nm. Interestingly, different NLR behaviors have clearly

been observed. At a long k¼ 830 nm, DTp-v remains almost

unchanged as I0 varies from 1.41 to 0.24 GW/cm2. In con-

trast, at a short k¼ 800 nm, DTp-v decreases significantly

with the incident intensity, showing a strong I0 dependence,

which is totally different from that at k¼ 830 nm.

These unique NLR behaviors of our sample can be inter-

preted by means of the influences of SNLR and KNLR.

Detailed physics picture can be found in Fig. 2(a). Since the

incident photon energy ranging from 1.49 to 1.55 eV (i.e., k
varies from 830 to 800 nm) is slightly less than the bandgap

of the nc-Si (Eg¼ 1.56 eV), the excited electrons upon the

below-bandgap incident irradiance may transit from the

valence band to the exponential band tail with a width of

tens of meV21,22 through a phonon-assisted one-photon

absorption process. For the long k (i.e., 830 nm), the excited

electrons can just get to the bottom of the band tail, which

indicates that it is easy to reach the absorption saturation due

to the low density of states there, leading to the saturation

of the carrier density. This saturable absorption has been

confirmed by the observed peak pattern of the OA Z-scan

curve (at k¼ 830 nm and I0¼ 1.67 GW/cm2) in Fig. 2(b).

Since silicon has the significant carrier dispersion effect,23

which relates the variation in the density of carriers to the

changes in the refraction index, the NLR saturation (i.e., the

SNLR) arises.

When the energy of the incident irradiance increases to

be very close to the bandgap (i.e., for a short k¼ 800 nm), it

needs much higher incident intensity to reach that absorption

saturation owning to the increased density of the band tail

states. At the same time, the one-photon induced free carrier

absorption (FCA) begins to emerge since more electrons are

allowed in the conduction band tail. Subsequently, the

absorption coefficient increases with the incident irradiance

density, which can be evidenced through the valley pattern

of OA Z-scan curve in Fig. 2(c) (at k¼ 800 nm and

I0¼ 1.67 GW/cm2). The refraction index demonstrates an

increment with the incident irradiance via carrier dispersion

(i.e., the KNLR).

From the discussion above, we can come to the conclu-

sion that the k-driven SNLR and KNLR both exist in the

wavelength range of 830–800 nm. The SNLR appears to be

the main NLR behavior in long k, while the KNLR gradually

begins to dominate the processes in short k. To further quan-

tify the contribution of the SNLR and KNLR in different k,

we dive into the data of Fig. 1. As we know, the normalized

transmittance T(z) of typical CA (finite aperture at the far

field) Z-scan is given by13

TðzÞ ¼ 1þ 4xD/
ðx2 þ 9Þðx2 þ 1Þ ; (1)

where x ¼ z/z0 with z0 ¼ px0
2/k the Rayleigh range of the

lens (x0 the beam waist), and D/ ¼ kntotalI0Leff is the nonlin-

ear phase change with k¼ 2p/k the wave vector, ntotal the

NLR index defined as n ¼ n0 þ ntotalI (n the whole refrac-

tion, including both linear and nonlinear contributions, n0 the

FIG. 1. Measured and calculated (a) k-dependent CA/OA Z-scan curves at

I0¼ 0.36 GW/cm2 and (b) I0-dependent CA/OA Z-scan curves at k¼ 830 nm

and 800 nm.

FIG. 2. (a) Schematic bandgap diagram showing feasible NLR mechanisms.

(b) and (c) OA Z-scan curves at k¼ 830 and 800 nm, respectively.
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linear refraction and I the beam irradiance), and Leff

¼ (1� exp(�a0 L))/a0 the effective sample length. As clearly

seen in Fig. 1, the calculated transmittance (red curves)

excellently fits the experimental Z-scan results (black open

circles), where we can obtain ntotal from the best fits.

The yielded I0-dependent ntotal at various k are presented

as open circles in Figs. 3(a)–3(d). On one hand, we can see

that the magnitude of ntotal achieves 10�2–10�1 cm2/GW,

which is several orders of magnitudes larger than the conven-

tional nonlinear material, such as LiNbO3 (Ref. 24) and

BaMgF4 (Ref. 25). On the other hand, ntotal shows different

I0-dependent behavior at different k. At k¼ 830 nm (Fig. 3(a)),

ntotal decreases rapidly from 0.22 to 0.05 cm2/GW as the inci-

dent intensity increases. As k gets shorter, the diminution of

ntotal becomes slower (Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)). When k decreases

to 800 nm, ntotal keeps a consistent �0.07 over various I0

(Fig. 3(d)).

A simple model based on the carrier dispersion effect is

presented to quantify the interesting ntotal behavior and

numerically evaluate the proportion of SNLR and KNLR.

Taking the contribution of the carriers in each energy level

into account, the refraction index n of the sample can be

expressed as26

n ¼ 1þ
X

gN; (2)

where the constant 1 is the refraction index of vacuum, g and

N are the refraction volume and the carrier density of each

energy level. For SNLR, the electrons transfer from valence

band to the band tail through one-photon absorption process.

N of the valence band (NVB) and the band tail (NBT) can be

solved through the rate equation26

@NBT

@t
¼ aI

h�
� NBT

s1

NW ¼ NBT þ NVB;

8<
: (3)

where a ¼ a0/(1 þ I/IS) is the absorption efficient14 with IS

the saturation irradiance, ht the photon energy, s1 the recom-

bination lifetime from band tail to valence band, and NW the

carrier density of the whole system. Therefore, we can obtain

n of the sample at a steady state as

n¼ n0þ
a0s1ðgBT�gVBÞ

h�

I

1þ I=IS

¼ n0þnSR

I

1þ I=IS

; (4)

where gVB and gBT are the refraction volume of valence

band and conduction band tail, respectively, n0¼ 1þ gVBNW

the linear refraction index when all the electrons are in the

valence band, and nSR ¼ a0s1(gBT – gVB)/ht the saturable

NLR index.

While for KNLR, the electrons can further transfer from

the band tail to the excited states in the conduction band

through FCA. Only consider the contribution of the carriers

in the band tail and excited states, NBT and N of the excited

states (NES) can be solved by26

@NES

@t
¼ rBT

h�
INBT �

NES

s2

N0W ¼ NBT þ NES;

8><
>:

(5)

where rBT is the absorption cross section of conduction band

tail, s2 the recombination lifetime from excited states to

band tail, and N0W the sum carrier density of band tail and

excited states. With h�/rBTs2 � I, we can get n at a steady

state as follows:

n � n00 þ ðgES � gBTÞ
rBTs2N0W

h�
I ¼ n00 þ nKRI (6)

with nKR ¼ (gES – gBT)rBTs2N0W/ht the Kerr NLR index,

gES the refraction volume of excited states, and n00 ¼ 1

þ gBTN0W the refraction index without FCA.

Taking these two NLR contributions together, we can

get ntotal expressed as follows:

ntotalðIÞ ¼
nSR

1þ I=IS

þ nKR; (7)

where the NLR index consists of the SNLR term

nSR/(1þ I/IS) and the KNLR term nKR. The value of nSR is

�0.69 cm2/GW calculated from the best fits in Figs. 3(a)–3(d)

(red curves). IS and nKR are sensitive to k and dominate the

SNLR to KNLR switching. The k-dependent IS and nKR

are presented in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f). At k¼ 830 nm, IS is

0.11 GW/cm2 and nKR is nearly 0, indicating a nearly pure

SNLR. As k decreases, both IS and |nKR| overall increase,

implying that SNLR becomes weakened, while KNLR gets

enhanced. Finally, at k¼ 800 nm, IS is �500 GW/cm2 (� I0)

and nKR is �0.62 cm2/GW, indicating a nearly pure KNLR.

As a consequence of the significant NLR and highly sen-

sitive k-driven SNLR to KNLR switching, nc-Si:H shows

great potential in the nonlinear photonic applications. Firstly,

we can take advantage of either SNLR or KNLR of nc-Si:H

individually to realize the corresponding devices. Secondly,

we may combine these two NLR mechanisms to achieve

application, such as the adjustable device, which can be

modulated between step-type (at I¼ 0 for “0” and at I > IS

for “1” realized by SNLR) and gradient-type (refraction

index gradient changes with incident irradiance realized by

FIG. 3. (a)–(d) I0-dependent nonlinear refraction index ntotal at various inci-

dent wavelengths. Both experimental data (open circles) and best fit (red

curves) are shown. (e) and (f) k-dependent IS and nKR.
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KNLR) by the incident wavelength for different require-

ments. Moreover, as the bandgap of nc-Si:H can be easily

tuned during the growth process, and an increase in bandgap

at a fixed k is effectively the same as a decrease in k at a

fixed bandgap, we may fabricate the construction with the

gradient or periodic bandgap to realize gradient or periodic

refraction index for waveguide, photonic crystal, and many

other applications.

In summary, we have used the CA Z-scan technique to

observe NLR responses of nc-Si:H greatly tunable with the

incident wavelength. We demonstrate the significant NLR

and highly sensitive k-driven SNLR to KNLR switching in

this cheap material. These NLR responses have turned out to

be well-described by the modified NLR equation, suggesting

that the NLR mechanism of nc-Si:H may rely on its band tail

states. The present work proves the feasibility of the applica-

tion of nc-Si:H to various nonlinear optical devices via the

sensitive controllable NLR behavior.
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